50th Anniversary

The celebration of the 50th Anniversary of the International Mathematical Olympiad was a wonderful event. The young participants of the IMO had the chance to hear about the research and the IMO experiences of 6 of the most famous mathematicians of the world. They also had the possibility to talk to them in the intermissions, where some guests of honor were nearly crushed by the crowds.

We hope that this event will cheer many of the contestants to a successful mathematical career so that, possibly, one will be a guest of honor at the 75th or 100th IMO anniversary.

On Monday

from 6:00 Breakfast

6:45 Contestants, team guides and senior guides of buses 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 12 and travelers of buses A, B, C, D, E, F (Leaders, Deputies, Observers A and B) and buses G and H (transporting honorary guests and coordinators) meet for departure to Wangerooge

7:00 contestants, team guides and senior guides of buses 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14 meet for departure to Wangerooge

Have a wonderful and sunny day on Wangerooge!

WEATHER REPORT

Monday with some rain, chance of thunderstorms. Temperatures around 20 °C. Tuesday sunny and up to 25 °C. Unstable weather conditions for the rest of the week.

SHORT ANNOUNCEMENTS

Some last information for our trip to the island Wangerooge: Team guides must make sure that their team is back at the ferry in time for return departure. Please meet 15 minutes before the announced times. Be careful not to walk too far into the mudflats because the tide can rise very quickly. Respect that the island is also a nature reserve; use the garbage bins!

Team guides and senior guides meet directly after the trip in CNLH.

Check out procedure for people leaving before July 22:
• Up to 19:00: Please hand in keys in the IMO office in the Campus Center,
• After 19:00: Please hand in keys at the porter’s lodge.
People leaving on 22 July also check out at the porter’s lodge.

All meals are available on Wednesday.

Team guides should check that all their team members have their keys before leaving their rooms on 22 July. Anyone loosing their key will be charged 50 Euros.

Remember to vote for Miss and Mr. IMO until 23:59 on Monday.

And the winners of the soccer tournament are Brazil/Mexico/Honduras/Chile, who beat Ireland/Georgia/Bangladesh/Zimbabwe 1:0.